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ABSTRACT 

This article ccmpares the findings fran t w  surveys of strategic planning 

practices in Australia: those of academic institutions and those of 

manufacturing corporations. The similarities and differences are 

identified and in broad t e r m s  explained by the stage of evolution of 

strategic planning that has been reached by academic institutions when 

ccmpared to corporations. Given the recent questioning of the value of 

strategic planning by corporations, the validity of academic institutions 

cmtinuing on this path is questioned with the conclusion that the 

planning process per se is desirable. 





INTRODUCTION 

For many years it has been widely accepted in Australia that  higher 

educaticm should be available to a l l  citizens according to their 

inclination and capacity (Martin, 1964). Haa?ver, such an ideal is 

subject to obvious practical ccmtraints and while higher education for 

a l l  is an objective, it is not one that is pursued regardless of cost. 

Over recent years administrators of academic institutim have becane 

increasiqly cxmxmd about qptimiziq the qloyment of institutional 

resaurces. Society does not make available to any academic institution 

sufficient resauroes to m e e t  all the canpetiq demands, so institutions 

are under pressme to allocate resaurces m>re in line w i t h  their lmg t e r m  

objectives. Academic M t u t i o ~ l s  need to make choices as to future 

activities and uses of resources that challenge their traditianal 

objectives and priorities. In this they are not alone. 

Strategic cansiderations are central to the well-being of any 

organization, be it an i n d u s t r i a l  corporation or an academic institution. 

Duringthepasttmdecadesinparticulartherehas~dervelapeda 

substantial body of literature on strategic plarming, and ths ta-sts 

therein have becvl increasingly adopted by business (Yip, 1985; Day, 1983; 

Boultm et al., 1982; Gray, 1986). The need for academic institutions to 

turn also to strategic plan- so as to more pasitively address their own 

futures has been a popular topic for sane time and a nu&er of approaches 

have been suggested as frameworks for its intxuduction (Shirley, 1983; 

Thanas, 1980; Foster, 1983; BehoNav, 1984). These techniques have not 

been developed uniquely for academic instituticols but are modifications of 

the -1s and techniques that have been seen to be apprqxiate for 

business enterprises. In adopting these techniques academic institutions 

are following in  ths footsteps of corporations that have already embraced 

corporate p l w .  

This article draws on the findings of tua caparable surveys in an attempt 

to highlight the similarities and differences between the strategic 

planning practices of Australian corporations and academic institutions, 

and to assess the applicability and desirability of corporate planning by 

academic institutions. 



The Corporate Sector Survey 

In 1984, Chrisbhulou published a study of the corporate p1amk-g 

practices of 63 major Australian manufacturers, suggestiq that: 

". . . . it was considered that a detailed study 
into corporate planning practices of major 
Australian manufacturers would make a significant 
cantribution to the theory of strategic p l m .  
Such a study wuld permit an accurate description 
of Australian corporate planning practices, major 
insights into why particular strategies and 
planning practices occur, the ability to ccmpare 
the Australian results w i t h  caparable averseas 
studies and to provide a data base against which 
further Australian studies could be ccmpared. " 

( Christodoulou, 1984) 

The data Christodoulou used were collected fran larye Australian 

manufacturers via a highly structured survey conducted between December 

1981 and June 1982. All the data were collected at interviews at 

which the raspondent was either the chief executive officer or the next 

mos t  senior executive msponsible for corporate planning. While there is 
a considerable amxrnt of material available rn ovesseas ccmpanies and 

their corporate planning practices them has been little pslblished 

research on corporate planning practices in Australia apart f m  

ChristodDulau's report. Of the w e s  that participated in the survey, 

84 percent undertoak formal corporate p1amh-g and of these, two-thirds 

had planning systenus w h i c h  w e r e  strategic in nature and essmtiaily 

externally oriented. 

The AcadePnic Institutions Survey 

The survey of institutions of higher education was carried out as part of 

a Monash University project to extend the w o r k  doare by ClristnbUou to a 
canparative analysis of the corporate planning activities of public sector 

institutions in Australia, initially restricted to the State of Victoria. 



-istent with the survey of corporate strategic planning procedtures, the 

objectives seen as appmpriate for this study wexe: to identify the 

factors w h i c h  appear to be influmcing the strategic planning practices of 

Victorian tertiary education institutions; to identify and describe the 

strategic p1ami.x-g practices of these institutions; and to collect survey 

data which will enable a database of strategic planning practices in 

Victorian tertiary institutions to be established, thus facilitating 

further research and analysis. 

The Christodaulau survey -t was Illodified for academic institutions 

and ahinistered to those responsible for the corporate planning 

activities at ten Victorian academic institutions, The institutions 

sumeyed were the entire populatim of major tertiq academic 

institutims in the Wl- and Geelong region, including all the 

universities in Vicbria. They were, Deakin University, La Trobe 

University, The University of Melbourne, bbnash University, Chisholm 

Institute of Technology, Footscray Institute of Techmlogy, Phillip 

Institute of Technology, Royal Melbourne Institute of Ted-mlogy, 

Swinbume Institute of Technology and Victuria College. These 

institutions cater for sane 69,000 equivalent full-time students (EFTS) 

and emplay apEnoximately 16,000 academic and support staff. 

As stated, with the exception of Deakin University, the swvey does not 
cuver institutions outside ifhe Melbourne mebmpolitan area. The study 
does however mmentrate on the larger and longer established institutions 

in Victoria and it is probable that any bias resulting from restzictions 

in coverage would be in the dkmction of mgge&iq a slightly mre 

advanced level of strategic planning than mivexsally exists. As w i t h  the 

C h r i ~ o u s t u d y t h e r e w a s n o ~ l e c t i o n b a s e d i n a n y w a y o n t h s  

current level of strategic planning or the type of planning m e n .  

The Christdoulau study, w i t h  its -ive findings on a w i d e  range 

of factors relating to corporate planning, and developed as it was fran a 

significant cross secti.cn of Australian manufacturing bdustxy, was seen 

to be an ideal base upan which to develop the study of academic 

M t u t i o n s .  Of the 63 cunpanies Wch participated in the 

Christodoulau survey, 41 were publicly listed in Austxalia, and 21 of the 
remaining 22 were subsidiaries. Ttbeir 1980 details s k w  that the 



canpanies m y e d  enjoyed a ccmbined revenue of $35 billion and employed 

over 400,000 people, thus representing a very significant part of 

Australia's then ecanrnic activity. The participants were a 

representative sample of manufacturing industries frun all geographic 

areas w i t h i n  Australia. Neither by intent nor default was t5ere any hxwn  

bias or imbalance toward any group that represented a select scfiool of 

strategic tbught or technique. 

The survey of academic instituticms was conducted cn the same basis as 

Christodoulau's study, that is by personal interviews supplemented where 

necessary by s ecmdaq  data such as annual reports and corporate plans. 

Christodaulau's questiannaire was closely related to those used in the 

United Kingdom ( Al Bazzaz, 1977) and in the United States at Columbia 

University (Capon et al., 1982), but as it was previously targeted at 

large manufacturing canpanies it clearly required modification to reflect 

the structures and measures of activity and performance relevant to 

academic institutions. Two key characteristics of all significant 

Australian tertiary M t u t i m s  are their =-profit orientation and the 

m-private ownership. The funds for universities and colleges in 

Australia are provided alm& entirely by the Federal Government following 

a triennial suhnissian frun each institution wherein it lays claim to its 

requirements for the following three year budget period. Since 1972 
students have m t  been required to pay any fees ather than a snall union 

fee. An administration fee of $250 per student is pupased for 1987. 

For many years the growth in student numbers at universities and colleges 

has been restricted and the number of applicatians frun mts wishing 

to attend now significantly exceeds the number of available places. 

In followirag the questionnaire and survey me- developed by 

Christcdoulou this study essentially adopts a model of the strategic 

planning process similar to that utilized by mistdoulou. Since this 
mdel provides the theoretical framemrk for the study it is useful to 

briefly describe its main features. In developing the model, various 



sources were drawn upon including the mrks of Ansoff (1965), Mofer and 

Schenasl (1978) and Glueck (1980). Hmamr ,  instead of attm@ing to 

elaborate all of the detail and interactions of the strategic planning 

process as these models try to do, a broader and less detailed model has 

been developed w i t h  a s t r c q  systms/mtingency viewpoint. This is in 

line w i t h  current organizational theory w h i c h  is heavily influenced by 

Structural-functiaisn and general systems theory. Ccmtingency 
theorists see organizational structure as be* mtirgent upcm mtextual 

factors such as social change and technology. Thus the m p - t u a l  e e l  

focuses on the organization and its emhmment and on the formdl 

strategic p1anmi.q system as a subsystem of the organization. The 

organization is seen to consist of marry subsystems interacting between 

themselves and the environment. Amng these, the focus is on the 
organization's goals and strategies, its size, structure and ownership 

aspects, its information and decision processes, and its mward subsystem. 

The fonnal strategic planning system is conceived of as both a subsystem 

of the organization and a system in its own right w i t h  ccmpanent 

su&&em aperating w i t h i n  it. The enpjlasis is on the tasks, structures, 
processes and people subsystems of the strategic planning systgn. In 

addition, the point is made that the planning process of itself does rmt 

necessarily lead to goals and strategies that are implemented. An 

organization may carry out a considerable m t  of planning activity, but 

unless this activity leads to management action, the organization's goals 

are unlikely to be achieved. That is, the organizatim must be 

'strategically managed' in the sense defined in the McKinsey study cited 

by Gluck et al., (1980). 

The data in this section are presented under headkqs that are cansistent 

withthecQnc€3ptwlmodelon~chthesurveywasbased. 

Due to the nature of the questions and/or the characteristics of the 

various planniq systems, not all of the ten acadgnic institutions 
surveyed respcrnded to all parts of the questiamaim. Hence a nunher of 
the following percentages are not expressed in steps of ten percent as 

would otherwise be expected w i t h  a sample of ten institutions. 



1. Omanization: Goals and Strateaim 

A l l  academic institutions had mission statements whereas only 57 

percent of corporations had mission statements. t2msistent w i t h  

industry, half of the institutions have changed their mission 

stataents in recent times. For a-c institutickls, these changes 

were based largely on mmnnzmktions f r a n  line management. For 

corporations the rm6t oamrm masm given for change was the 

appoinbnent of a new chief executive officer. 

While a nrmber of market-selection strategies are cmsistent between 

the t m  bodies, they differ in tm respects. -rations seek 

situations where they can attain large shares of a market to a far 

greater extent than institutions, and markets in which there is a 

s m a l l  number of cunpetitors hold less interest for them than such 

markets do for academic institutions. For both, existing 

products/causes in existing markets have been the m x t  important for 

past grawth. For future grawth both see a relative increase in the 

importance of new pmducts/courses in existing markets. As w i t h  the 

corporations, academic mqonses to questiuns reg- market entry 

f a l l  w i t h i n  a narrow range. While there is sane leaning tawards being 

first to market new courses and senxices, there is no clear indication 

of policy regarding market entry. Joint ventures and situations where 

ecmanies of scale are significant are sought by both, w i t h  academic 

institutions attaching marginally more importance to these areas than 

does industry. 

Ninety-six percent of those corporations which wuld be classified as 

"formal planners" and 90 percent of the academic institutions surveyed 

have corporate goals. Both include goals that are quantitative in 

nature. Eighty-eight percent of caprat ions  have quantitative goals 

for incane and cash flow, whereas 71 percent of institutions have a 

goal of growth in EFTS (equivalent full time students), despite 

fLlnding cmskaints. Industry categorizes certain goals as daninant, 

w i t h  return on irrvestment, return on equity, etc. to the fore. 

Acadgnic institutions do not consider any particular quantitative goal 

or group of goals mre important than others; examples include gruwth 

in EFTS, budget per student, and staff student ratios. Eighty percent 



of corporations and 90 percent of acadenic institutions had 

qualitative goals. The pre&ninant qualitative goals for both types 

of bodies w e m  leadership in quality, service, and for acad&unic 

M t u t i c n s ,  tea- excellence. Academic institutions ranked 

research excellence quite highly, w i t h  societal goals (such as 

cultivating an equal apportunity -t) receiving equal ranking 

across the t w o  types of bodies. 

The mean number of years since there was  a significant change in 

corporate goals was 2.9 years for corporations and 2.0 years for 

academic institutions, but this average for academic institutions may 

be misleading in that one institution l a s t  changed its goals 11 years 

ago and five institutions changed their goals in the current year. 

Unlike the changes for corporations, changes to academic goals were 

not pnnpted by any perception of unsatisfactory performance but were 

due generally to greater -t about the organization's activities. 

Unlike 22 percent of wxporatiorls, m institution reported failing to 

achieve its goals. For corporatians the major reason f o r  the 
performance of the cunpany against its goals was  given as managerial 

performance. For acadgnic M t u t i a n s ,  any poor performance against 

goals was attributable firstly to the political and regulatory 

emdmment, then to managerial performance. Superior performance 

against goals by academic institutions was m t  seen to be due to 

managerial perfamame. In assess- perfomnance against goals 
cunpetitim w a s  considered by academic institutions to be the least 

important of the factors naninated. 

Academic institutions did m t  place the same importance on the 

evaluative role of corporate goals as did corporations. Corporations, 

mre so than academe, saw that corporate goals served an important 

role in the evaluation of past perfonname, the evaluation of 

' second level ' objectives and nmitoring current performance. ( For 

corporations, the second organizational level is seen to be a D i v i s i o n  

while for academic institutions the secmd organizational level is a 

Faculty, or Scbo1, etc. ) . Colrrrmnication to extemal publics was one 

role of corporate goals that acadgnic institutions rated mre highly 

than did corporations. 
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The mean number of outside dirednrs on the board of corporations was 

4.1. For outside xncmbas of cxxmcil for academic institutims the 

mean w a s  17.1. Corporate boards of clirectars mt on amrage 13.3 
times a year, and councils 10.3 times a year. Ths mean age of the 

chief executive officer of cmprations was 52.4 years, and academic 

institutions 55.5 years. 

Al-h mspmdhq in a similar manner to carporations to questions 

regarding new product ideas and develapnent, academic institutions 

were less clear on wfro should be mspcmsible for developing new 

markets. Respansibility is clearly not seen to be w i t h  a special 

organizatimal unit ,  neither is it seen to rest specifically w i t h  the 

second level operating units, as is the case with indwlxy. For both 

academic institutions and corporations bwevex, w h m  asked where the 

respansibility lay for a rnnnber of activities w h i c h  may lead to future 

gruwth, the general camrent was  that the respmsibility clearly rested 

w i t h  the second level operating units. Within academic institutions, 

this responsibility lies w i t h  the faculties and for corpcrations with 

their divisions. 

Orqanizatim: Processes 

For both academic institutims and coqmrations, the developnent of 

corporate strategy is pmchhantly a negotiation process between 

either top management, and the board of directors and semnd level 

management or the chief executive officer and second level 

management. In both industry and a-, goal setting is seen to be 

a negotiatim process essentially between the chief executive officer, 

key advisers and secmd level management. Only six percent of 

corporations and cnly one of the ten institutions .smmyed indicated a 

bottan-up process for the damlopent of corparate goals. 

Additionally it is quite clear fnxn the results that, of all the 

parties involved, the chief executive officer exerts the srtmqest 
influence on the setting of corporate goals. For both academic 
institutions and corporations the influence of outsids members of the 

board/camcil is quite law in goal setting. For corporations, both 
the chief executive officer and second level line tnanagement are very 

/ 



influential i n  the setting of second level goals. A t  academic 

institutions the role of top management and to a lesser extent the 

chief executive officer are -lay& in favour of second level line 

managers w b  are seen to exert the influ- on the setthq of 

goals for their areas. 

When asked to assess the influence various conceptual frameworks and 

techniques have had on the dmelapnent of their Strategies, 

corporations indicated that the influence had been very limited. For 

academic institutions this low degea of influence was even mre 

pmmmced. Profit Impact of Market Strategies (PIMS), Pmc3uc-t 

Market F i t  Analyses, and the Strategy Cen- m p t  have had 

absolutely m influence on corporate strategies a t  academic 

institutions wer the past five years. It is worh&ile remabring 

tha t the twosurveyswere~c tedsaneyear sapar t and the  

caparison here is between the pasent practice a t  academic 

institutions and the situation as it was for corporatims in 1982. Of 

those techniques that nspmdents amsidered may exert future 

influence on corporate strategy, academic institutions favoured Policy 

M a t r i c e s  (such as those techniques associated w i t h  Shell Chemical; 

General Electric; McKinsey) whereas corporatians reqoded that 

Product Portfolio Analysis (Boston hxmlting Group) was to 

have greater influence. 

R e s p x d e n t s  from the two organization types indicated a clear 

difference in the importance placed on various criteria for the 

waluatiun of eqmxliture proposals. For academic instituticrns, 

forecast return an innrestrnent and short term cash flow benefits w e r e  

far less important than for corporations. Forecast EFTS growth was 

the m>st important criterion for academic institutions while 

corporations ranked highly a number of criteria. They w e r e  present 

market share position, forecast market share growth, and the grawth of 

the overall market for w h i c h  acpenditure was requested. While the 

track record of the unit requesting the funds was seen in a similar 

light by both bodies, the track record of the manager of ths unit 

requesting the funds was not rated nearly as highly for academic 

institutions. 



Reqmses to questions regarding the degree of influence that various 

groups have on key strategic decisions s b w  a clear difference. While 

both respanded that senior executives pramted fmn within the 

organization exert the greatest degree of influence on strategic 

decisions, academic institutions also reported that senior executives 

hired from other imtitutians were the secca?d most influential grcup. 

A s  a group, senior executives hired in fmn close cunpetitian w e x ~  m t  

seen by mqoratims to exert a great degea of influence cn key 

strategic decisions. 

In assessing the perfonname of level managers for industry, 

the achievement of short tern profits is the mst important 

criterion. For academe, it is the aperation w i t h i n  short term expense 

budgets that meryes as the mst important. 

4. Planning Subsystem: Outputs 

The age of the corporate planning s y s t m  varies markedly between the 

bodies surveryed. By 1986 W number of years since inception of the 

corporate p1armi.q system at  non-university colleges of advamed 

education was  4.8 years, while a t  universities it was 17.5 years. 

This can be ampared to corporations whe.re in 1982 the nunber of years 

since the inception of planning was 6.3 years. PJbst corporations and 

academic insti tut ions have only one t i m e  horizon in their cap ra t e  

plans. For corporations this avexaged 4.8 years; for acadmic 

institutions this average time b i z o n  was 6.1 years, w i t h  four 

instituticms planning over mom than one time lmrizon. Forty-three 
percent of corporations revim pmgress against corporate plans on a 

rmnthly basis, as do 20 percent of academic institutions. Half the 
academic institutions r e v i e w  pmgress against corporate plans on an 

mual  basis as do 15 percent of corporaticms. This is perhaps 
surprising given that 40 percent of institutions report updating their 

plans mre than once a year, canpared to nine percent of corporations. 



It would appear that strategic plans for academic institutions have a 

longer time horizon, are updated mre frequently and are used as the 

basis of progress r ev iews  less frequently. There is -, m>re 

access to their plans in that a l l  the institutions, canpared to only 

22 percent of corporations reported that third level personnel and 

higher had access to corporate plans. Only one institution, ccnp?ared 

to 80 percent of corporations, reported havmg seooazd level plans in a 

shndadized format. The differexe was  not as marked when 

m t s  were asked to indicate the extent to w h i c h  corporate 

planning mtributed added value aver and abwe the second level 

planning effort, although those from academic institutions mspmded 

more favourably than mrporations in nearly a l l  categories. They saw 

added value from corporate plamiq in the areas of finance, human 

resources, student demand, organizational structure and physical 

resources. A pranounced difference was evident however w h m  analysis 

&xed that thirty-four percent of corporations developed formal 

contingency plans as part of the ccmparry' s long range planning, while 

no academic institution repmted the developnent of such plans. 

Planning Subsystem: S t r u c t w e  

Eighty-six percent of corporations had a t  least me person in a 

corporate planning function whemas for academic institutions 60 

percent had no full-time corporate planners. H e r e  the responsibility 

lay w i t h  planning cannitks. For corporations the backgmmds of 

corporate planning permme1 fel l  into two main types, either an 

econcmics or planning background or alternatively line managers who 

have joined the p l w  staff. For academic institutions the 
situation is quite varied w i t h  those respnsible for planning caning 

from various disciplines within the academic ranks. -ations 
rotate line personnel through the corporate planning deparhent to a 

greater extent than do academic M t u t i c m s  and only 20 percent of 

academic W t u t i a n s  canpared to 40 percent of corporations reported 

the existence of specialized planning -1 a t  the seooazd level. 



Planning Subsystan: Processes and Tasks 

A s  expected academic instituticms place far less erghasis on planning 

for amalgamations/acquisitions and divestituns than do corporations, 

but academic ins t i tu t ims  expend relatively more effort than 

corporations on action planning or operational planning for me to 

three years into the future. There was ccrnsiderable incansistency 

between the two organizaticn types in their mqonses to questims 

relating to the effort expended on forecasts. When canpared to 
corporations, academic institutions re- a higher degree of effort 

expended on forecasts in the technological, gmmmwmtal (legislative, 

regulatory), social and/or cultural factors, and human ressurces 
areas, but reported a lower effort expencaed on foreign 

ecananies/dmand, financial markets, i n d w t q  level demand and 

carpetition fo-. 

Virtually m academic M t u t i c m  reported purchasing external 

forecasts while all corporations mspnded that they pmchase 

forecasts m the domestic ecc%mny. Sixty-six percent of corporations 

purchase farecasts on financial markets and industry level demand. 

There is a higher degree of forecast trmsnission from the corporate 

planning area to 1- 1-1s in academic institutions than there is 

in corporatims. This is particularly so w i t h  forecasts of 

govemmntal influences. One possible explanation for this can be 

found in the respanses given to questions regarding the ability of 

second level un i t s  to independently obtain forecast information. This 

was reported as being relatively easy for capra t ions  and reasanably 

difficult for academic ins t i tu t io~ls .  

Academic instituticms e q m d  a marginally higher degree of effort than 

corporations on activities such as improving the quality of strategic 

thinkiq by both corporate management and second level management, and 

helping second level management formulate goals and objectives and 

prepare strategy. cc'nporations, on the other hand expend mre 
carporate planning effort on helping management w i t h  acquisition and 

divestiture plans; r e v i e w i n g  and evaluating seccard level plans and 

incorporating these into the corporate plan; develqing macro 
forecasts of the ecanany, financial markets, political errviraranent 



etc; preparing specific m e s ;  re-organizing the cunpany amund 

better defined business units; monitoring and cuntrolling pmgress 

versus plans; and m c u l a r l y ,  identifying areas of new business 

opportunity. While both organizatim types undertake cunpetitive 

analysis, particularly a t  the aperating level, it is given a greater 

degree of mphasis by corporations than it is by academic 

institutions. 

There was a number of differences in the perceptions of reqmmknts 

f m  the two types of bodies of the nature of the p l W  process. 

Academic institutions saw the planning process as a means of resolving 

conflict mre so than did corporations. Conversely corporations 

placed greater -is on the planning process being a means for 

systematically dealing w i t h  uncerMnty and avoiding m p t a b l y  high 

levels of risk. Both saw the pocess as a device for allocating 

corporate resources. Academic institutions identified a subsequent 

impmement in the organization's long range resource allocation 

decisions and described planning as necessary to sequence future 

activities. For both academic institutions and coqacations only 

noderate usage is made of models for planning pmposes a t  +the second 

level. As would be expected there is a different -is in the use 

of Illodels, with foreca&hg and planning being the prime -1s a t  

acaddc  institutions and financial models being errpjlasized by 

corporations. 

In marry ways the extent to w h i c h  various aspects of the corporate 

planning process are bcumented is similar for corporatians and 

academic institutions. However no institution has the planning 

process docmented in a formal planning manual, ocmpared to 28.3 

percent of corporations, w h i c h  do have the planning process 

documented. Only 20 percent of institutions use standard f m  for 
the evaluation of strategic pqmsals, canpared with 47 percent of 

corporations. Chief corporate planners a t  academic institutions are 
more likely to attend a board/comcil meeting and a capital budget 

meeting than their counterpark in indusby, but far less likely to 

attend faculty/divisioml planning meetings and deparbental planning 

meetings. 



7. Planning Subsystem: People Influences and Other Aspects 

Support by the board/cuuncil for corporate planning and inmlvernent by 

the board/cmncil i n  corporate planning w e r e  seen by -ts to be 

lower for academic institutions than for corporations. In both 

instaM-Rs the influence that outside diTeCtOrS/camcillors had on most 

aspects of corporate planning was  law but for academic institutions 

outside direcrtors w e r e  seen to play a very influential role in  the 

appruval of the final corporate plan. For academic inst i tut ions the 

involvenent of the CEO is seen to be higher than for corporations in 

the evaluation and aprpwdl of the corporate plan but marginally less 

in the develapnent of goals and alternative strategies and having 

planning accepted as a philosophy in the organization. The CEO a t  

academic institutions is seen to exert greater influence on the 

f-t, asmmptians, objectives, strategies, and appruval of the 

corporate plan but less influence than the corporate CB3 on the 

developnent of missions for the second level units,  

The extent to which the corporate planning "deparbmt" has the 

authority to obtain substantive and pmcedmal revisions i n  second 

level plans and to review, criticize, accept and reject second level 

plans is seen to be quite high for both carpmations and academic 

institutions but the corporate planning g m u p  a t  academic institutions 

exercises greater influence m the format, assmptions, objectives, 

and strategies of its wrporata plan than does its counterpart in 

industry. For bath acadanic institutions and wrporatims the major 

area of influence for second level line managers on corporate planning 

is the devel-t of missions for their secand level units. The two 
types of organization also broadly perceive a similar influence of 

second level managers on the assumptions, objectives, and strategies 

errbodied i n  the corporate plan. The beliefs of senior line executives 
about the purpase of planning are similar in the findings of the two 

suxveys in that respkkmts to both surveys e!ssfmtially see the 

process as one of developing corporate strategy and long range 

planning policies. 



Over the past five years more than 42 percent of EFTS have been in 

markets grawing a t  a rate of real grawth of greater than five 

percent. This ccmpares to less than 25 percent of sales in markets 

growing at  a real growth rate of ~reater than five percent for 

corporations. Academic institutions sea this v t a g e  as being 37 

percent for the next five years while coxporations predicted a rate of 

22 percent. Corporations reqomkd that on average ammd 55 percent 

of sales volume cunes from areas wfrere the mqomknt cmpanies are 

seen as market leaders. For academic institutions cnly four percent 

of EFTS are enrolled in caurses where the institutions see themselves 

as market leaders. As could be expeckd,  corporations reported a 

significantly higher percentage of sales which fe l l  into categories 

whre major cmptibrs' actions were unpredictable or highly 

unpredictable. For corporations this represmted apEnaximately 15 

percent of sales. For acadanic institutions only five percent of 

were similarly categorized. 

No differmce exists between the t w o  organization types in their 

assessment of demand uncerMnty for their particular markets. 

Academic insti tut ions s a w  the histcffic pexcentage of demand which was 

unpredictable as 11 percent and perceive the percentage of demand in 

the future that could be classified as unpredictable as  13 percent. 

A substantial difference exists in the level of w t a l  

regulation that applies to academic h&Ltutions and mrporatiors. 

Seventy-four percent of institutional activities are cansidered to be 

highly gwemwnt regulated, while for caporations the pexcentage 

actively subject to regulation w h i c h  influenced either the canpanies' 

sales volumes or pricing policies w a s  assessed a t  apprcdrmtely 22 

percent. Corporations had severe or significant resaurce availability 

problems w i t h  arwund three percent of raw materials over the past five 

years and expect& problems to occur at  similar levels over the next 

five years. Academic hst i tut ims saw similar problems for 46 percent 

of their physical resource mquhmmts, with the situation only 

marginally i m p m v i q  over the next five years. Problems in securing 

finance w e r e  of a similar dimension w i t h  academic institutions rating 

these as severe both now and in the future. Finance availability 
presented only mimr problems for corporations and it is not 

anticipated to be a severe problem in  the future. 



Many of the foregoing differences can be viewed as a function of emphasis 

depe.ndent on the stage of evolution of strategic planning that has been 

reached by academic institutions when canpared to corporatims. Sane 

differences may be due more to systemic variations between the t m  

organization types but in many instances they too can be viewed as part of 

an evolutionary process. For example, the measures of accountability to 
owners or pmviders of capital has not been nearly as pranxrnced in 

academia as in industq - a point mmrm to mst public institutions. If, 
as w i t h  academia, there are only measures of production then there is a 
tendency to adopt a focus and control over the characteristics of that 
pmducticn and not the characteristics of the market that is being 

served. Institutional management tends to omcentrate on the quality of 
the product even perhaps to the exclusim of what the market requires. 

There are, bwwer, indications that this is changing. The aphasis naw 

being placed an "efficiency and effectivmess" in higher educaticn is 

readily apparent frun even a cursory r e v i e w  of recent literature. Cawan 

(1985), Gevers (1985), Ebgue (1982), Sizer (1982), and Hijmans (1982), 

have all looked at aspects of the effectiveness and efficiency in higher 

education. Three recent publicatims in Australia have also centred on 

this topic. Two have been under the auspices of tbs -th Tertiary 

-cation -061 (Linke et al . , 1984; and Hudscm et al . , 1986) while 
the third has been a substantial publicatim aimed at assisting the M e w  

of academic perfonnanca at deparhnent and individual level (Roe et al., 

1986 ) . 

The survey results indicate quite clearly that q t e  planning is not 

viewed by academic institutions in the same light as it is viewed by 

corporations. Academic institutions see corporate planning as a means of 
resolving problems of internal conflict and resouroe allocation. They see 
that such planning is necessary to sequence future activities but t h y  do 

m t  attribute to planning any substantive role for the subsequent 

measurement of performance, in mtras-t to a major use of corporate 

p1anni.q by corporations. The difficulty is in h o  parts. Firstly, while 
negative cantrols such as r e v i e w  against cost tudgets and ceilings cn 

staff and student rnrmbers are readily apparent in academia, there are only 

limited rewards for positive achievement. 



Secondly, at this stage academic institutions cannot provide a 

sufficiently precise and detailed profile of internal performance. 

Therefore, at present no reliable canparisom can be made between 

faculties and deparhmts and between institutions. Such ccmparisans are 

essential for any meaningful assessment of educational ef fectivmess and 

efficiency to be made and can m l y  be achieved by the use of mre refined 

empirical measures than those currently errq?loyed. The current measures 

are simply EFTS, budget per student and so on, which are essentially 

measures of size rather than performance, There is m lcu-ig term measure 

of the effecti- of the contribution by each institution to the 

a tkahment of its own specific goals or the general needs of society. 

Although work  has been dons in this area of performance measurement 

(Sizer, 1981; Linke et al,, 1984) and it is the subject of a wave of 

current intenst, the appropriate criteria still remain unclear. Sizer 

( 1981 ) , for example, pmposes a management accounting pempedive for the 

assessment of the performance of academic institutions using the basic 

accuunting theory standards of relevance, verifiability, freeda~~ fran bias 

and quantifiability as the structure arcxmd w h i c h  the perfonnana~? 

indicators could be established. He concludes howlever, that "the problems 

of agreeing objectives, identifying and measuring the ccmpnent parts of 

the institutions, and of evaluating perfonname and effectiveness, suggest 

that only partial measures of performance are possible, and that a praper 

balance has to be struck between qualitative and guantitative aspects" 

(Sizer, 1981, p. 240)- 

A nLnnber of differences in the findings of the t w o  su~veys are, on further 

examinatian, mre v t  than real. While amalgamations and 

divestitures, for example, are infrequent and usually occur as a result of 

goverrrment action, the impact on the 'higher education industry' and the 

mntrol exercised is hrxJever rn less apparent than that exercised by the 

Australian Goverrnnent over such industries and in such areas as 

whit-, textiles, footwear, motor vehicles, primary industries etc. 

Both academia and industry are expased to external influences, foreseen 

and unforesem, on their corporate planning- pmcesses. By virtue of the 

specialized nature of the acadmic disciplines and the cmduct of pmgrams 

within those disciplines, any perception of corporate direction in that 

discipline tends to cane fran w i t h i n .  This is no less txue for 



technically specialized and discrete divisions of corporations where again 

there is devolution of autormny to second level line management. The 

camwxlality here is that capital rationing establishes the level of 

activity and authority is then given for execution of the plans. The same 

broad perqe&ive s t i l l  applies; there is a long term longitudinal 

planning horizon and a shorter t e r m  need to laterally balance resource 

allocation amng the portfolio of un i t s  ( faculties, schools or business 

uni t s ) .  

Nan-university colleges in particular are recent entrants to the field of 

corporate planning and lag some five to six years behind corporations in 

the i n W c t i o n  of planning to their organizations. There are two ways 

in which .bhis lagged effect can be viewed. T h e  first, being critical of 

academic institutions, implies that they shcruld be, i f  not leaders, a t  

least to the forefront of achinistrative intmspction, analysis and 

planning. The second v i e w  is that perhaps the current lag is not long 

emugh. Academe should be even mre wary of inlzoducw strategic 

planning than it has been to date, because, just as there seems to be a 

significant thrust into strategic p1ann.i.q by academic institutions the 

corporate sector is seriously questioning the role of corporate p1axmi.q 

and its relati-p w i t h  averall perfonname (Gmenley, 1986; Gray, 1986; 

Day, 1983; Yip, 1985; Bowden, 1985). 

For vie, i n  one of the nwrre recent of a of articles centred cm 

the inconclusive relationship between strategic planning and corporate 

performance, Greenley (1986) reviews nine previous surveys of strategic 

planning within manufacturing cunpanies. Of the nine, five coplclude that 

ampamies which utilize strategic planning achieve higher levels of 

performance or end results than canpanies which do m t  utilize strategic 

plannbg. Alternatively, frrm the results of the other faur su~veys it 
was concluded that higher levels of end results did m t  necessarily relate 

to the utilizatim of strategic planning. Greenley coa~cludes that the 

conflicting findings obviously indicate that a firm g m i z a t i o n  as to 

the relationship of strategic planning to performance cannot be arrived 

at, and that although them is a s b m g  a priori case that strategic 

planning pruvides a range of both advantages and inkinsic values, 

empir ica l  evidence is la- to subtantiate the case. 



If business, w i t h  bottan line measures of dollar profit and return on 

imrestrnent to test the effecti- of strategic planning, cannot decide 

on the worth of strategic planning, why should academic institutions, w i t h  

few such quantifiable measures consider the introduction of such 

techniques? The answer may be found by askirag if the develapnent of an 

institution's capacity for introspection and sustained self-inpwwement is 

a wrthwhile achievement regardless of the lack of any directly measurable 

imp-t in performance. 

C h r i e o u  (1984) found that in business sane major cmstrahts on the 

organization's ability to respond to -tal change will influence 

the extent to w h i c h  organizations will invest in corprate planning. The 

three major constraints that emerged were organization size, the capital 

intensiveness of operations, and the level of goverrrment regulation. 

These cmstraints are rn less m t  for academic institutions and the 

imnediate benefit frun an institution m&&akiq the discipline of 

corporate planning ccmes frun the awanmxs of the perqe&ive in which 

the planning process places the institution. To this extent the pncess 

of planning is more important that the plan itself (Day, 1983). 
Participants in the p1anni.q process develop a shared and 

comnitment to action that will align the internal organizational 

caditions of the institution to the exkmal emhmmimtal variables 

(keenley, 1986). Strategic wnsideratims pervade all aspects of a 

corporation's activities (Boden, 1985) and strategic plarming is the 

process by which organizatims coklsistsntly align such factors (Gray, 

1986). When the pmc&ums are in place to focus attention on identifying 
and assessing the external -tal variables and the consequential 

action options, the institution is in a position to adapt cmdmztively 

to its envimment. While higher levels of end results may not be able to 

be definitely linked to the utilization of strategic planning for 

corporaticns, perhaps the elusiveness of the perfonname measures for an 

academic eanriroamnent may lead to a benefit frun strategic planning that a 

corporation can only achieve to sane lesser degme. (kmcentration can 

centre on the rather than the end result, and from such 

concentration the process itself may be able to be refined to achieve 
benefits that are evident, if not measurable. 
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